
UPEASY Seat Assist is a mechanical lifting

cushion that you can take with you wherever

you go. It will ease you into your seat, as well as

help you up. Seat Assist automatically supports

you as you begin to stand, and can lift 80% of

your weight. Because it is non-electric, it can be

used safely inside or outdoors. It is best for use

on firmer seating surfaces, such as regular chairs,

park benches, and theater seats.

UPEASY Power Seat is an electric-powered 

cushion that will lift you effortlessly from

your favorite armchair or sofa. It is also easy

to move from room to room inside your

home. Power Seat is easy to operate with a

simple flick of the power lever, and you can

stop any time or height you want. It is

designed for indoor use beside a power outlet,

either at home, or wherever you are visiting.
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CUSHIONING
High density foam cushion 
is molded to fit your 
body contours.

EASY CARE
The 100% polyester cover

is machine washable.

For personal use only as directed. 
Consult the specific product Users Guide

for operating instructions and
safety guidelines.
www.up-lift.com

ADJUSTABLE LIFT
Weight setting grooves calibrate
the strength and height of the
lifting action to suit individual
user need.

SELF-POWERED
A hydro-pneumatic gas
spring serves as the lifting
mechanism, releasing 
automatically when you
begin to stand.

TWO-WAY ASSISTANCE
The lifting mechanism is bi-directionally
dampened, meaning it provides resistance
in both directions to ease you into your
seat, as well as lift you up.

PATENTED
The flexible seat curves to a 
flat surface that lifts you up 
on a level plane, without 
dumping you forward.
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CUSHIONING
High density foam cushion 
is molded to fit your 
body contours.

THREE-POSITION 
CONTROLS
The power lever acts like a switch. 
Simply click up to rise, push down
to lower. The middle position will
stop the lift at any height.

ELECTRIC-POWERED
Power cord plugs into a standard
120 V outlet.

PATENTED
The flexible seat curves to 
a flat surface that lifts you 
up on a level plane, without
dumping you forward.

WATER RESISTANT
The cushion has a water resistant
coating that can be wiped down

with soap and water.

POWER SEAT SPECIFICATIONS

An electric-powered lifting cushion

Model Number UPE-P100

Seat Dimensions
Depth 19in/48cm
Width 16in/41cm

Seat Height
Open 10in/25cm
Flat 2in/5cm

Product Weight 12lb/5.4kg

Weight Capacity 300lb/136kg

Power Supply 120 Vac 60Hz 0.6A
CSA & C/US 
Approved

Cord Length 10ft/3m

Cover Marine blue,
100% polyester

Warranty One Year Limited

Patent Numbers 5,316,370
6,702,383

SEAT ASSIST SPECIFICATIONS

A non-electric, automatic lift-assist

Model Number UPE 1
95-220lb (43-100kg)

Model Number UPE 3 
200-340lb (91-154kg)

Seat Dimensions
Depth 19in/48cm
Width 17in/43cm

Seat Height
Open 10in/25cm
Flat 2in/5cm

Product Weight 9lb/4kg

Weight Capacity
UPE 1 up to 220lb (100kg)

UPE 3 up to 340lb (154kg)

Depending upon model
Lifts up to 80% of your weight

Cover Marine blue,
100% polyester

Warranty One Year Limited

Patent Numbers 6,702,383

An electric-powered lifting cushion

Inside – at home or wherever you visit
Near an electrical outlet

Your favorite chair
The sofa
Dining room chair
Kitchen chair

It lets you stay independent around your home
It is easy to stop at any height you need
It does all the work of lifting you up
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Where to use it
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to use it in

Why choose it?
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A non-electric, automatic lift-assist

Inside or outdoors
Anywhere you go

Ordinary chair
Park bench
Church pew
Theater seat

It lets you stay independent wherever you go
It keeps your muscles exercised
It can be used inside or anywhere outdoors
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Keep your freedom at home and 
wherever you want to go!

www.upeasy.com
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CONVENIENT
Use anywhere in your home, or
wherever you are staying.

EASY TO USE
The Power Seat will stop at any height
that works best for you.

PORTABLE
No electricity required.
Take it wherever you go.

ADAPTABLE
Fits most armchairs and sofas.

Even if you have a lift chair these products can greatly
enhance your personal freedom.

Power Seat: Simply click up the power lever
to rise, push down to lower. Choose the middle
setting to stop at any time or height.

EASY TO USE

Seat Assist: To get up, simply shift forward and begin 
to stand. The lifting arm will activate automatically to
help you up.

EASY TO USE

If you are able, you may want to purchase both products
and enjoy the unique advantages of each.
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An electric-powered lifting cushion

Inside – at home or wherever you visit
Near an electrical outlet

Your favorite chair
The sofa
Dining room chair
Kitchen chair

It lets you stay independent around your home
It is easy to stop at any height you need
It does all the work of lifting you up

People who need help to get up from their seat
People with weak muscles or very sore joints
People who have a lift chair
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Who should
use it?

A non-electric, automatic lift-assist

Inside or outdoors
Anywhere you go

Ordinary chair
Park bench
Church pew
Theater seat

It lets you stay independent wherever you go
It keeps your muscles exercised
It can be used inside or anywhere outdoors

People who need a little help getting up
People who are active outside of their home
People who have a lift chair
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